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Polar alignment in 5 steps based on the Sánchez – Valente method

svaligner.com

Compared to the drift alignment method, this one, allows you to easily achieve a perfect polar alignment in just one step.
By "perfect polar alignment" we mean an offset error of only a few pixels from true NCP.
1. The method is based on capturing two pictures at your CCD maximum resolution, binning 1 x 1:
1. Image 1, named RA Mov: start and keep moving the RA from "Park / Home" position towards East and
launch a 2 - 3 mins image capture. Keep the mount RA moving towards East until the image capture ends.
2. Image 2, named Sky Mov: again from "Park / Home" position, capture a 45 – 90 mins image without moving the
mount (Keep the tracking off). This long image is captured only the very first time you align the mount.
From then on, whenever you are in the same hemisphere and have the same optical train, only the short 2 – 3 mins image capture will be required.

2. Run SV aligner application and open both images Sky Mov. and RA Mov.
Choose the same two star trails on both images and draw segments that connect the starting and ending
point of each trail. These pair of star trails on both images, will serve as reference stars for the alignment procedure.
Then draw other 3 star trails segments on each image. These extra star trails segments can be different for each image.
3. At the bottom of the window, calculated fields show the Sky Mov. and RA Mov. rotation centers coordinates.
The NCP projection coordinates are shown in orange.
The offset required in pixels and their direction on each axis are also highlighted on the image with two cyan arrows.
4. From "Park / Home" position, turn the sidereal tracking on. Choose any star near the CCD field center. Write down the star
central pixel coordinates and add the calculated required correction values (step 3). This will give you new x,y coordinates.
5. Move the mouse pointer accurately pointing to the new coordinates and leave it there. Use the mount altitude / azimuth
knobs to move the star from its current position to the mouse pointer position. When the star reaches the cursor, the mount
will be perfectly aligned to the NCP.
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Initial set up and RA Mov. image capture
Polaris

1. Initial set up:

NCP

1.a

a. Align your mount using the Polaris hour angle method
to get proper NCP (North Celestial Pole) alignment or
1.b

with Sigma Octantis if you are in the southern hemisphere
b. Align the CCD axes with the mount RA and DEC axes

DEC

DEC
or

RA

Altitude
knob

Azimuth
knob

2. Go to "Park / Home" position
A standard "Park / Home" position pointing at NCP is assumed.

Park Scope

2

Home Pos.

Important: once at "Park / Home" position, set the mount tracking "off".

Stop Tracking

3. Select a x4 tracking rate from your mount hand control
The required speed will vary based on your mount model.

3
4. Press and hold the R.A. directional key that moves your mount
towards East. Keep the key pressed during the 2 minutes capture
4

At the end you should get the classic star trails image.

5. Right after you press and hold the R.A. directional key, launch a 2
minutes image capture from your imaging software
Save this image as "RA Mov."
Keep the R.A. directional key pressed until the image capture ends.
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RA Mov. image

The R.A. directional key to be pressed will depend on your location hemisphere.
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Sky Mov. image capture
1

1. Go to "Park / Home" position

Park Scope
Home Pos.

A standard "Park / Home" position pointing at NCP is assumed.

Stop Tracking

Important: once at "Park / Home" position, set the mount tracking "off".

your imaging software

2

Save this image as "Sky Mov."

This time the rotation of the starry sky will create the star trails in the picture.
The rotation center of this image is the true NCP.

Sky Mov. image

2. Launch a minimum of 45 minutes (45 - 90 mins) image capture from

3. Important notes:
- This long image is captured only the very first time you align the mount. From then on, whenever you are in the same
hemisphere and have the same optical train (telescope, filter wheel, focal reducers/flatteners, camera, etc.), only the
short 2 – 3 mins "RA Mov." image capture will be required

- Again, note that you capture the "Sky Mov." image just once, so we highly recommend to extend its capture exposition
time beyond the minimum 45 minutes mentioned on step 2
The "Sky Mov." image shown in this quick guide was a 90 mins image capture.

4
4. Contrast both images until you clearly see the star trails
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Installation and settings
1.a

1. Software installation
a. Run setup.exe (Double-click the icon)

1.b

b. Follow the installation wizard instructions
2. Once installed, double-click SVAligner shortcut icon
To know more about the SV aligner interface, view Annex 7.

2

3. If the interface language does not fit your language, change it
Click the current flag icon to display the language selection list.
The application will resume showing the interface language selected.

4. Update the application settings with your system specifics

a. Select the rotation direction based on your location hemisphere
This is a mandatory setting and Counterclockwise is assumed by default.

b. Enter the focal length of your system in millimeters
c. Enter the pixel size of your CCD in microns
Settings 4.b and 4.c are optional, however it is recommended to set them
properly because both are used to convert the final calculated error (in pixels)

3

into arc seconds.

4.a
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Processing Sky Mov. image

1. Select the “Sky rotation” window

1

Click on the tab name.

2. Press “Open image” button

2

The supported image formats are the standard
8 bits formats (JPG,TIF…) FITS are not supported.

3
3. Select your sky rotation image file and click Open
This is the 45 – 90 mins Sky Mov. image.

4. Choose the first reference trail and draw its segment
To know more about drawing star trail segments view Annex 1, 2 and 4.
It is very important that the segment starting and ending point are
accurately defined . View Annex 3.

4

5. Chose the second reference trail and draw its segment
Again, draw the segments as accurate as possible. View Annex 3.

6. Select 3 more star trails and draw their segments
Once you have at least two segments defined, the calculations
of the Sky Mov. rotation center coordinates are updated.

6
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Processing RA Mov. image
1

1. Select the “RA rotation” window
Click on the tab name.

2. Press “Open image” button

2

The supported image formats are the standard

3

8 bits formats (JPG,TIF…) FITS are not supported.

3. Select your RA rotation image file and click Open
This is the 2 – 3 mins RA Mov. image..

4. Choose the first reference trail and draw its segment
This trail has to be the same first star trail selected on Sky Mov. image. View Annex 6.
Draw the segment as accurate as possible. View Annex 1, 2, 3 and 4.

4

5. Chose the second reference trail and draw its segment
This second trail has to be the same second star trail selected
on Sky Mov. image. View Annex 6.
Draw the segment as accurate as possible. View Annex 1, 2, 3 and 4.

6. Select 3 more star trails and draw their segments
These additional 3 star trails do not need to be the same 3 star trails
chosen on Sky Mov. image. Only the 2 initial reference stars
have to be the same to both images. Once you have at least

6

5

two segments defined, the calculations of the RA Mov. rotation
center (cyan) and the NCP projected center (orange) are updated.
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Offset required and last steps for the final correction
1

1. On the RA rotation image, SV aligner shows the required correction (x,y) values
to align the RA rotation center (cyan) with the NCP projection center (orange)

2. Go to "Park / Home" position

2
Park Scope

A standard "Park / Home" position pointing at NCP is assumed.

Home Pos.

3. Launch a live capture with 1 – 2 sec exposition time
Live capture at
full resolution

If you cannot get small and bright stars within 1 – 2 sec exposition time
at full resolution, you might need to set a binning factor.

3

If so, keep in mind that the required correction (x,y) values shown
in pixels (step 1) will also have to be divided by the same binning factor.

4. Choose a star in the center area of your image

4

It is important to choose a small and bright star.

5. Select the sidereal tracking rate
5
Sidereal Rate
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Mount altitude and azimuth corrections
1

1. If your image capture software can tag image positions,
tag the position of the selected star and take note
of the star position coordinates (x,y)
2. Add the offset required values shown at “Required corrections (x,y)"
field to the numbers obtained in step 1
2
Tag this calculated "final position" on the image.

2003 + 52 = 2055 (x)
630 - 53 = 577 (y)

3. If your application does not have an image position tag feature,
move the mouse pointer accurately pointing to the calculated
"final position" coordinates and leave it there.
3

The mouse pointer will be the position "tag" to reach.

4. Use the mount altitude / azimuth knobs to move the star
from its current position to the final "tag" position
(…or to the mouse pointer position if you followed step 3 instead)

4

5. If your correction steps finished successfully, your mount alignment
should now have an error of only a few pixels from the true NCP
If you want to check your final error, you may repeat the 2 – 3 mins "RA Mov."
Altitude
knob

image capture, identify the two reference star trails and 3 more, draw their

Azimuth
knob

segments and check your current error again.
However, this second step is generally not required.

5

The real accuracy limit is on the mount altitude / azimuth knobs
mechanical output resolution.
NCP
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Annexes
Annex 1: Star trails selection guide
Annex 2: Drawing segments. Zoom in/out
Annex 3: Defining the segment starting and ending point
Annex 4: Star trails types and direction
Annex 5: Managing application windows
Annex 6: Scale factor
Annex 7: Application interface
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Annex 1: Star trails selection guide

1. Contrast the "RA Mov." image until you clearly see the star trails
1

2. Identify areas with bright and narrow star trails
It is recommended that selected star trails roughly fall within areas 60º
apart from one another. Do NOT select parallel or faced star trails.

Three possible cases with star trail areas 60º apart from one another

2

or
Right
selection

Wrong
selection

or

Select reference stars
within the dotted area

3. Choose 2 bright and narrow star trails. This first pair will be used as

3

reference between both images "RA Mov." and "Sky Mov."
SV aligner shows these two reference stars segments in light green and dark green

4. Choose 3 more star trails following the rules mentioned in step (2)
The additional star trails segments are highlighted in cyan.

4

Drawing inconsistent segments are detected and highlighted in red.

With 5 star trails in total, the 2 mandatory reference star trails segments
(light green, dark green) + 3 additional star trails segments (cyan), the
calculation of the NCP projection coordinates will be highly accurate.

In theory, only the 2 initial reference star trails segments are required.
However, the additional segments (cyan) help to improve accuracy.
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Annex 2: Drawing segments. Zoom in / out
1.d

1.a
1. Drawing a star trail segment

+

Ctrl

a. Point to one of the star trail ends
b. Press and hold control key

1.b

1.e

Release the
mouse button

The cursor pointer will show a cross instead of the standard pointing arrow.
Ctrl

c. While holding control key, draw the trail segment
While holding control key, press and hold the left mouse button and

Ctrl

1.c

1.f

move the mouse towards the other star trail end.
Ctrl

d. Point to the other end of the star trail

Release
control key

+

e. Release the mouse click, but hold the control key
f. Release control key
2.a
2. Zoom in / out

a. Point to the area to be enlarged

2.b

Click and hold the mouse left button
2.c

b. Draw the rectangle of the area to be enlarged
c. Once you release the mouse button, the area will be enlarged

Release the
mouse button

d. To zoom the image out, just right click anywhere in the image
3. Deleting a star trail segment
a. Select the segment

3.a
2.d

3.b

b. Press Delete key
Del
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Annex 3: Tuning the segment starting and ending point
1.a

1. Tuning the segment starting point
a. Zoom in the segment starting point area
View Annex 2, step 2

b. Point to the segment end and select it
The segment handle will be shown

c. Move the segment handle to the star trail end
2. Zoom out the image
Right click anywhere on the image
3. Zoom in the segment ending point area
4. Tune the second end as in step 1.b, 1.c

1.b
2

1.c
4
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Annex 4: Star trails types and direction
1

1. The star trails rotation direction is defined at global
level from the Rotation direction selection list

List values are: Clockwise, Counterclockwise (by default)
SV aligner will apply the global Rotation direction settings for all
segments regardless their original drawing direction.

2. SV aligner assigns the star trails segments type
automatically as you draw them.
First segment: First reference star trail (light green)
Second segment: Second reference star trail (dark green)
First reference
segment (soft green)

Third and following segments: Other (cyan)

3. Changing the segment type:

Second reference
segment (dark green)

Other segments
(cyan)

2

3.a

a. Select the segment
b. Right click the segment
c. Select the segment type from the menu
Changing the segment type could be useful when

3.b

you cannot identify the Sky Mov. image star trails
within the RA Mov. Image.

3.c

In that case, you may consider changing some
segments type on the Sky Mov. / RA Mov. image.
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Annex 5: Managing application windows

1.a
1. Arrange the images windows side by side
a. Point to the RA rotation window tab

1.b

b. Press and hold the left button
The windows manager icon will be shown in the center of the
RA rotation window.

c. Drag the RA rotation tab to the right side of the
windows manager icon.
d. Release the mouse button
1.c

Release the
mouse button

2. When working with the same star trail in both windows it
1.d

could be convenient to Zoom in both images, one at a time.
3. Arrange the images windows in cascade (overlapped)
Drag and drop the RA rotation tab to the center of the
windows manager icon.
2
3
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Annex 6: Scale factor

The scale factor is the Sky Mov. and RA Mov. image size ratio
Indirectly, the scale factor is also a measure that lets us know whether we
did or did not select the reference star trails correctly.

1
Sky Mov.
fl 600 mm

Its meaning may vary a little bit based on the scenario:
1. When both images Sky Mov. and RA Mov. are
captured with the same focal length:

RA Mov.
fl 600 mm

A scale factor different than 1 means that, at least one reference
star trail is not the same on both images.
Thus, for images of the same focal length, the scale factor tell us
whether the reference star trails selection is or is not correct.

Wrong selection of the second
reference star trail on RA Mov. image

2. When the images are captured with different focal length
but the reference star trails are properly selected:
The scale factor shows the images focal length ratio.
Again, if we know this difference beforehand, we will be able to calculate
the ratio and check that the scale factor matches.
If values do not match, we will know that at least one reference star
trail was not selected appropriately.
Considering the above:
Having a Sky Mov. image captured with a focal length of 1000 mm, we should
be able to accurately align systems between 500 – 2500 mm without having to
capture the long image (Sky Mov.) each time. ;-)

2
Sky Mov.
fl 600 mm

RA Mov.
fl 900 mm

Right selection but on images at
different focal length
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Annex 7: Application’s interface
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Open image button
Language
selection list

Settings bar

Windows tabs

SV aligner
home page

Drag the window tab
to the center of the
window to show the
windows manager icon.
Dragging a window
tab and dropping it over
the windows manager
areas will rearrange
windows accordingly.

First reference
star trail

Second reference
star trail
Window selector

RA image rotation center (cyan)
NCP projection rotation center (orange)
offset in pixels (cyan values)
offset direction (cyan arrows)
Other star
trails

Numeric values bar

Offset required in pixels to
align the mount to the NCP

Sky Mov. image rotation
center coordinates

RA Mov. image rotation
center coordinates

Sánchez-Valente NCP relative offset alignment method

NCP projection rotation center coordinates (True NCP coordinates projected on RA image)
Current error in pixels and arc seconds (if focal length and pixel size values were defined)
Scale factor (ratio between images focal length)
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